Unit 2
Review Sheet
1. List 3 things you should do when giving directions to something far away.
A. ___________”ah” mouth___________________
B. ____________squint eyes__________________
C. ____________extend arm fully____________
2. List 2 things you should do when giving directions to something that is a moderate
distance away.
A. ______________”mm” mouth_________________________
B. ______________extend arm moderately_____________
3. List 2 things you should do when giving directions to something that is close by.
A. ______________”cs” mouth_________________________
B. _____________arm close to body______________________
4. What perspective should you always sign and read ASL from? ___signer’s______
5. How do you sign a time between 1:00-9:00 (assuming it is right on the hour)?
____________place number on your wrist then bring out and wiggle____________
6. How do you sign a time between 10:00-12:00 (assuming it is right on the hour)?
____________________sign “time” then the number__________________________
7. How do you sign a time containing hours and minutes? ____________________________
____sign the number for the hour then slightly to the right, sign the minutes______
8. When signing a time, such as 8:45, do you have to sign “time” first? ______no_______
9. What does “specific time sign” mean? _____pertaining to a point in time____________
10. Write 5 examples of a specific time sign (answers will vary)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

__________3:00____________________________
__________Monday night__________________
__________early-morning_________________
__________last-week Tuesday_____________
__________3-years-from-now______________

11. Where do SPECIFIC TIME SIGNS generally occur in a sentence in ASL? __beginning____
12. What does “durative time sign” mean? ______referring to a period of time___________

13. Write 5 examples of a durative time sign. (answers will vary)
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

_________all-morning_____________
_________2-months______________________
_________all-year_______________________
_________all-night_________________________
_________6-weeks___________________________

14. Where do DURATIVE TIME SIGNS generally occur in a sentence in ASL? ___end______
15. How do you sign dollars up to 9? _____sign the number horizontal and scoop_________
16.. How do you sign dollars 10 and above? _____sign “dollars” followed by the number____
17. How are cents signed in ASL? ________touch forehead then sign number_______________________
18. Which way is your palm facing when signing cents up to 5? ________in___________
19. Explain how dollars and cents would be signed together as in $9.25.
____________sign “9” horizontally with a scoop followed by “25”_________________________
20. Do you sign “dollars” before signing an amount containing dollars and cents? __no__
21. What’s the difference between signing $5.25 and the time 5:25? __________________________
_____________in $5.25 the “5” scoops, in 5:25 it does not______________________________
22. How do you sign “every Wednesday”? _________Slide “W” downward_________________
23. “Now Week” would indicate days starting on ___Sunday__ ending on ____Saturday___.
24. How do you sign “every night”? _________slide “night” across your body_______________
25. Which way does your palm face when signing early morning? ___________up_________
26. Which way does your palm face when signing late afternoon? ________down_________
27. Write the handshapes for the vocabulary listed.

Unit 2
VOCABULARY
Vacation
Place
Tent
Camping
Sight-seeing
Decide
Agree
Disagree
Names for months = Jan-Dec.
Numbers = 100, 300, 700-1,000
Money numbers dollars $1-9
Dollars 10-and up
Cents 1, 5, 25, etc.
Dollar & cents $3.99, $25.50
Cost
Travel
Travel-around
Left
Right
Amusement park
Settle down
Relax/rest
Hurry
Peace/calm
Emergency
Insurance
Gasoline
Rent/borrow

Reservation
Appointment
Credit card
Shopping
Gift/souvenir
Sunrise
Sunset
Hallway
Elevator
Stairs
Cafeteria
Machine
Visit (visit-you, visit-me)
Exercise
Traffic (busy & stop/go)
Wear/getting dressed
Ordinal #’s (2nd, 5th, 10th)
Across
Lock
Umbrella
Pillow
Blanket
Principal
Office
Ride
Get-in
Get-out
Equipment

